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There is a unique generalized quadrangle of order 4. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
This article is a continuation of [l], and all terminology, notation, and 
results of [l] will be assumed familiar to the reader. Our goal is to prove the 
following result. 
THEOREM. ff Y is a GQ of order 4, fhen Y is isomorphic to W(4). 
Recall that if Y is a GQ of order 4 not isomorphic to W(4), then each 
pair of nonconcurrent lines (or noncollinear points) belongs to a triad with 
three centers, and each with three centers has exactly three centers. Moreover, 
if 9 = (L, , L, , &) and AZ = (1M, , M, , MJ are orthogonal triads of lines, 
the pair (9, A) must be of type a, i.e., no secant passes through two special 
points. Moreover, each secant must pass through a unique special point. 
Throughout the remainder of this note we let Y denote a GQ of order 4 
that is not isomorphic to W(4), and 9 = (L, , L2, LJ and A? = 
(MI , Mz, Ma denote an orthogonal pair of triads of lnies. The notation 
and terminology of [l, Sect. 21 will be used in so far as it is appropriate: 
xij = Li n iWj ; R = {xij 1 1 < i, j < 3}. Other notation will be recalled as 
needed. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Let a and b denote distinct special points of the pair (9, .A+?‘). Let N, and K, 
be the secants through a meeting lines of J&’ and 9, respectively. Similarly, 
Nb and Kh denote the secants through b meeting lines of J&’ and 9, respec- 
tively. The pair (a, b) of special points is said to be homologous provided N, 
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and Nb belong to the same family of secants and KE and E;b belong to the 
same family of secants. 
(1) If (a, b) is an homologous pair of special points, then a - b (a and b 
are collinear). 
Proof. With no loss in generality we may suppose that (a, b) is a 
homologous pair of special points with a lying on N1 E tr(M2 , M,) and on 
K1 E tr(L, , LJ, and with b lying on N, E tr(M, , MS) and on K, E tr(L, , L3). 
Then a - xl1 , xl1 = L, n A41 , and b - x22, xz2 = Lz n M, . Let N3 and 
KS be secants for which JV = (N1 , Nz , N3) is one of the two families of 
secants meeting lines of J!’ and X = (Kl , K, , KS) is one of the two families 
of secants meeting lines of 2’. Let aij = Li n Kj , i f j, 1 < i, j < 3, and 
let bij = Ni n Mj , i # j, 1 < i, j < 3. Let c and d be the two remaining 
points of Kl , e and f the two remaining points of K, . Suppose c and d are 
labeled so that b,, - c and bzl - d. Then the projection from M, onto Kl is 




b,, must be collinear, in some order, with c and d. It follows easily that 
b,, + c (since the secant Kl may not pass through two special points), so 
b 32 - d and xl2 - c. Projecting from L, onto Kl we find that xl3 - d. 
Projecting from MS onto Kl , we find b,, - c. In projecting from K, onto Kl , 
it is clear that b must be collinear with one of a, c, d. But b,, - d precludes 
b - d, and b,, - c precluded b - c, as no secant may have two special 
points. Hence b - a. m 
An orthogonal pair (2, J&‘) is called rigid provided that three special 
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points lying on one family of secants of (9, J”t) are pairwise homologous. 
(2) No orthogonal pair is rigid. 
Proof. Suppose that (9, A’) is a rigid orthogonal pair. Hence the six 
special points are divided into two sets of three, say S = {a, b, c} and 5” = 
{a’, b’, c’}, with each pair of points in one set being homologous. By (1) and 
since Sp has no triangles, the points of S lie on some exterior line L, and the 
points of S’ lie on some exterior line L’. Let JV = (NI , N?, N3) and Z = 
(Kr , K, , KJ be the two families of secants on a, b, c, and suppose that the 
lines are labeled so that the incidences are as described in part by Fig. 2. 
FIGURE 2 
Let JV’ = (IV,‘, N2’, Ni) be the family of secants opposite to Jfr, with 
M, + N,‘, i = 1, 2, 3. Finally, let aij = Li n Kj , bij = N, CT Mj , i # j, 
1 < i, j < 3. It is easy to check that B, = (b,, , b,, , b,J and B, = (b,, , b,, , 
bzl) are orthogonal triads of points. The nine lines joining them are Mi , Ni , 
Ni’, 1 < i < 3. The six triads formed by these lines are A’, J, Jlr’, and 
(Mi , Ni , N,‘), i = 1, 2, 3. By [ 1, Eqs. (10) and (14)] (i.e., by their duals), 
there must be 10 lines that are centers of these six triads. Of course .A? has 
three centers, and we claim that neither JV nor JV”’ can have three centers. 
The two cases are entirely similar, so consider Jlr. JV has the center L. 
Suppose there were two other centers K4 and K5 of JV. For i # j, 1 < i, 
j < 3, the point aij is collinear with Kj n L on Nj , but must be collinear 
with a point of NR lying on K4 or K5 if k # ,j, 1 < k < 3. Since no secant 
of the family A?’ opposite to X can meet a member of JV, it is easy to reach 
a contradiction by considering which points a,j are collinear with which 
points of Kf C-I NiC , i + j, k f j, 1 < i, j, k < 3; t = 4, 5. It foilows that 
the unique center of Jr/- is L, the unique center of Jlr’ is L’, one of 
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(iWi, Ni , Ni’), i = 1,2,3 must have three centers, while the other two each 
have just one center. By relabeling we may suppose (MI, NI, N,‘) has 
three centers. Let d, e, f be the spatial points (w.r.t. (9, A)) lying on N,‘, 
N,‘, N,‘, respectively. The remainder of the proof of (2) is divided into 
three cases according as f is collinear with xI1 , x2, , or x3r . 
Case 1. f w xl1 (cf. Fig. 3). 
1 K2 K3 
FIGURE 3 
As (MI , NI , N,‘) is assumed to have three centers and a PJ x1, , it must 
be that xI1 , f, n all lie on one line. Let p and q be the points of NI collinear 
with aI2 and ala, respectively. Then a,, -p and a3z - q, so that p - x3,, 
and q - xzl . Let u = N,’ n x,p and w  = N,’ n xzlq. Let the points r, s 
of N, and t, u of N3 be labeled so that p - r, r - t, t - q, q - s, s N u, 
and u - p. Of the three lines L, , K3’, and I& through a,, , none can meet N,‘, 
NI , or N3 . Moreover, the line through aI, cannot meet both N,’ and one 
of NL , N3 . Hence the line through a,, meeting p must be the line pu, and 
aI, - w  on the fifth line through aI2 . A similar argument shows that al3, 
q, s lie on a line. This implies az3 + s, so az3 - r and azl - s. Again, a 
similar argument shows that a 21 , s, u lie on a line. Then a31 + u, so asI - t. 
And as, + s implies aQl - r, so a 31 , r, 1 lie on a line. This implies az2 Y u. 
But as a,, , p, u are on a line and a,, - a,, , a contradiction has been reached. 
Case 2. f - xal . 
5824243-3 
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The three secants K,‘, K,‘, Ki pass through the points d, e, f in some order, 
and in this case it is clear that K,’ must pass through5 It then follows easily 
that aI2 and azl both must be collinear with the same point of N,‘. But this 
would force N,’ to have two special points, an impossibility. 
Case 3. f-xsl. 
In this case KS’ must pass through f and a,, , as1 must be collinear with the 
same point of N,‘. Again this would force N,’ to have two special points, an 
impossibility. 
This completes the proof of (2). 1 
From now on we may suppose that each orthogonal pair is flexible, i.e., 
it is not rigid. Let (9, J&‘) be a flexible orthogonal pair. Let Jlr and JV’ be 
the two opposite families of secants meeting lines of k’, and let X and X’ 
be the two opposite families of secants meeting lines of 9. Then each of Jlr, 
JV’ is paired with just one of z?, .X’, in the following sense: Jf is paired with 
Z provided that two of the secants of X meet two of the secants of .X. 
If JV is paired with %, and if NE M, K’ E X’, with N N K’, we say N is 
the odd member of the family JV. (Also in this case K’ must be the odd 
member of the family X’, since ;X’ is paired with JV’). We may choose 
notation so that JV” = (N1, N, , N3) is paired with Z = (KI , K2 , K3), 
withN, - K,, N3 - KS. If the odd member N, of JV meets the secant of Z’ 
that belongs to tr(K1 , KS) and the odd member K2 of ~47 meets the secant of 
Jlr’ that belongs to tr(N, , N3), then the pairing .k’” t+ Y is called strong, 
and the pair (9&%” ) is called strongly flexible. If either one of these con- 
ditions fails, the pairing J1’ f-) X is called weak, and the pair (9, &) is 
called flabby. 
(3) No orthogonal pair is flabby. 
Proof. Let (9, JZ) be a flabby orthogonal pair. By labeling appropriately 
we may suppose that Jf and X are paired as in the preceding paragraph with 
the odd member Nz of JV meeting the secant K,’ of X’ that belongs to 
tr(K, , KS) (Fig. 4). Put a = N, n K1 and b = N3 n K3, so a - b by (1) 
and ab is an exterior line. The unique point of R colhnear with a is xl1 , 
and the unique point of R collinear with b is xs3. Let c = Ns n K,‘. As 
before, put bif = Ni n Mj, i f j, 1 < i, j < 3. Let d and e be the remaining 
two points of KI, say with b,, N d and b,, - e. Then considering the 
projection from Mn onto K, , it follows that xl2 - d and bs2 - e. Projecting 
M3 onto KI, we find that xl3 - e and bz3 - d. As bzI - e and be3 - d, 
clearly c + d and c + e. Projecting K,’ onto KI : we find c - a. At this 
point we know that ablz , ad, ac, ab, and axll are the five distinct lines through 
a. One of these lines must be the line through a meeting the secant N,’ 
through b,, and b,, . The only possibility is the line axll . Say N,’ n axI = Y. 
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Kl 
FIGURE 4 
Now y is collinear only with the point xl1 of R, but it must be collinear with 
some point of L, and some point of L, . It is collinear with the point a of K1 , 
hence must be collinear with both az3 = K,’ n L, and as2 = Kl’ n L, _ 
This forces y to lie on &‘. Clearly y f c, so K1’ contains the two special 
points y and c. This completes the proof of (3). 1 
Hence the orthogonal pair (9, &‘) must be strongly flexible, i.e., in the 
notation adopted above we may suppose that the odd member Nz of JV 
meets the secant K,’ of Z’ that belongs to tr(K, , KS); similarly, the odd 
member K. of X meets the secant N,’ of JV’ that belongs to tr(N, , NJ. 
This implies that JV’ and Y’ are paired and have odd members N,’ and K,‘, 
respectively. So N3’ and N,’ meet i(l’ and K3’ in some order. 
The remainder of the proof is divided into two cases: 
Case 1. N,’ N Ki and N3’ - K,‘. 
Case 2. N,’ - K,’ and Ni - Ki. 
(4) Case 1 is impossible. 
Assume that case 1 holds for the strongly flexible orthogonal pair (9, &>, 
and label four of the special points as follows: a = Kl n Nl ; b = K3 n N3 ; 
c = N,’ n KS’; d = N3’ n K,‘. The situation is partially depicted in Fig. 5. 
Note that the four lines through the point d of Fig. 5 must be distinct. Then 
by considering the projections from Kl onto Ml, Mz , M3, the diagram may 
be filled in further, as indicated by the solid lines in Fig. 6. Then check that 
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FIGURE 5 
FIGURE 6 
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the line from d to KI must be new and must hit at the point of the figure 
indicated. 
The triad (M, , M3, KJ is orthogonal to (& , L, , NI). And K,’ cannot 
hit N1, for otherwise K,’ would be a secant of (9, J&‘) with two special 
points. So K,’ is a secant of the pair ((MS, M, , K,), (Lz, L, , NI)), and must 
have a unique special point with respect to this orthogonal pair. Hence K,’ 
must meet exactly one of the six secants that hit exactly two of the lines Mz , 
M3, Kl . These six secants are already indicated in Fig. 6, and the only 
possibility is indicated by the dotted extension of Kl’; i.e., K,’ meets the line 
from b,, to Kl . The points of N3 are b 31, b,, , b, and two others, say e andf. 
And al2 , as2 must be collinear in some order with e andf. Label e and f so 
that aI2 - e and as2 -J Projecting Kl onto N3 , we have a,, N f and asI - e. 
Projecting L, onto N3, we find xIy -J It follows that d may not be collinear 
with any of b 31, b,, , b,J: On the other hand, each of the five lines through d 
is clearly unsuitable as a line through d and e. Hence d is collinear with no 
point of N3, an impossibility. 1 
(5) Case 2 is impossible. 
Assume that case 2 holds for the strongly flexible orthogonal pair (3, k”), 
and label the special points as indicated in Fig. 7: a = Kl n Nl ; b = KS n N3 ; 
FIGURE 7 
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c = N3‘ n KS’; d = K,’ n N,‘. Project N,’ onto K2’ to force their special 
points e and f to be collinear on a line M through xz2 , Project Ni onto KS 
to find that c is collinear with b on a line through xs3 . Similarly, project N,’ 
onto KI to find that d and a lie on a line through x,, . 
Let p, q, g be the other three points on the line L through a and b. One of 
p, q, g, sayp, is collinear with aI2 and with two points of R. One of q, g, say q, 
is collinear with a,, and with two points of R. Hence as neither a nor b is 
collinear with the special point e = I(z n Nz’, it must be that g - e. The 
same analysis may be applied top, q, g and points b,, , bg3 ,J It follows that 
as g is the point of p, q, g collinear with three points of R, it must be that 
g -,c so g = L n M. 
Let N be the line through c and d. Letting N play the role of L in the above 
paragraph, we find that N meets M at a point h of 1M. Moreover,f, g, h, e, xz3 
are the five distinct points of M. The points xl1 , x1?, xsl , xs3 of R must each 
be collinear with a point of M. It follows that xl1 and xz3 are collinear 
with one of g, 12, and xl3 and xsl are collinear with the other. But it is also 
easy to see that xl1 may be collinear with neither g nor h. i 
This completes the proof of the Theorem. 
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